INSTRUCTIONS
Ages: 8+ Players: 1

CONTENTS: Tetris™ Matrix game housing • 30 double-sided Matrix Challenge cards, including 60 Challenges with 3 levels of difficulty: Beginner, Medium and Expert • Matrix Solution Book • 21 Tetrimino game pieces.

OBJECT: Fill in the outlined shape using the Tetrimino game pieces, geometric Tetris™ shape formed by four Minos connected along their sides, specified in the Tetrimino hold queue to re-create the image shown on the Matrix Challenge card.

SET-UP: The Tetris™ Matrix game housing is a self-contained unit. To open - hold the base with both hands, place thumbs on the side tabs and push forward to slide off the lid (see fig. 1).

GAME PLAY: The image on the Matrix Challenge card resembles the outer shape of a Tetris™ game already in progress, without any differentiation between Tetriminos. Use the specified Tetrimino game pieces, due to the contour of the top edge of the shape, and strategy to fill in the shape until it matches the image shown on the Matrix Challenge card.

WINNING: Once the shape is successfully filled in with Tetrimino game pieces, slide the answer booklet from its compartment to check the solution. The answer booklet shows one possible solution, though there can be multiple solutions to each challenge.

You may choose to progress through the challenges by increasing level of difficulty, but completing challenges in order is up to you!